In the development of medicine, there are not many cases that advanced in a direction different from the original purpose. Sometimes it is practical in areas that no one expected. The immune checkpoints programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) is exactly that example. Dr. Hiroyuki Nishimura showed the development of lupus-like autoimmune diseases by disruption of the PD-1 gene encoding an ITIM motif-carrying immunoreceptor [1] . Because of the wide range of ligand distribution in the body, its biological significance pervades almost every aspect of immune responses including autoimmunity, tumor immunity, infectious immunity, transplantation immunity, allergy and immunological privilege [2] . Immune checkpoints inhibitors (ICIs) have opened promising avenues in the treatment of cancer. Various blocking antibodies targeting PD-1 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) are approved for human use. They significantly improved disease outcome in a number of cancer patients by boosting anti-tumor immune responses. As Seidel et al. described in their review article [3] , mortality among advanced stage patients and the frequency of treatment-related adverse events remain high with current treatment.
ICIs were developed and put to practical use in the unexpected course, although science is sometimes like that. Furthermore, it is also noteworthy that unexpected side effects appear, even when it becomes better to be administered to many cancer patients. In this issue, Inaba et al. reported immune-related adverse effects (irAEs) including endocrine dysfunctions have been reported [4] . It is well known that dysfunctions in the pituitary gland and the thyroid gland by ICIs are often observed, and those in the adrenal glands and the pancreas are less frequent. Unfortunately, the mechanisms of endocrine irAEs by ICIs, however, remain unclear, and optimal prevention, prediction, and treatment of the irAEs are still uncertain.
In addition, the need for predictive markers of treatment efficacy and the development of improved treatment avenues therefore remain as acute as ever [3] . sCD163 and CXCL5 may serve as possible prognostic biomarkers for irAEs in patients with advanced melanoma treated with nivolumab [5] .
Taken together, we believe that these subjects will be soon resolved because a number of world-wide studies are underway for these subjects in many organs.
